Benelux Section

Getting Closer to Industry
On September 21, we have organized a special event (Management challenges of Internet-of-things) with focus on our industry members. We have key-note speakers from industry, e.g. CTO Intel, Strategist KPN, Director CeTIM. In addition, we our section has signed on MoU with the Dutch organization of engineers (KIVI). One to the aims is to organize meetings with focus on industry.

Students and Young Professionals
we have several very active student Branches in our section. The IEEE student Branch plays the role of the study association for the master/PhD students. The branches typically organize symposia with speakers from industry.

Section Vitality
Academic-oriented activities work well. It is more difficult to find active members from industry. IEEE could play a more prominent role in LLL. There is a strong need for this in EE domain.
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